Dear Colleagues!

We would like to invite you to our 16th International TCM Congress. The main theme of this year’s congress is **fertility**, and a second topic focuses on the **Water Element** and its issues. In addition, you can expect interesting lectures and workshops on topics such as **gut, pain, laser acupuncture and auriculo-medicine/ear acupuncture**.

Enclosed you find all the Workshops and Lectures that are **held in English language**.

**TAO 9/26/2019**

WS (9.00 - 1.00 pm)
- TCM and Autoimmunity  | Naava CARMAN
- Clinical Pearls - how to treat amenorrhea best  | Yuning WU

WS (2.30 - 4.00 pm)
- Hyperemesis gravidarum (Part 1)  | Sarah BUDD-BELL
- Habitual miscarriage from a reproductive immunology viewpoint (Part 1)  | Naava CARMAN
- Treatment of myoma and its complications (Part 1)  | Yuning WU

WS (4.30 - 6.00 pm)
- Hyperemesis (Part 2)  | Sarah BUDD-BELL
- Habitual miscarriage from a reproductive immunology viewpoint (Part 2)  | Naava CARMAN
- Treatment of myoma and its complications (Part 2)  | Yuning WU

**TAO 9/27/2019**

WS (8.30 - 10.00 am)
- Treating PCOS with Acupuncture and TCM  | Sandro GRACA
- Acupuncture supporting fertility - „magic“ combinations of points  | Izabela MIETKA

LECTURES (10.45 am - 1.00 pm)
- 10.45-11.00 Congress opening ceremony  | Peter ALUANI | Olivia KRAMMER-POJER
- 11.00-11.20 Laser for Fertility  | Lorne BROWN
- 11.20-11.40 Best of TCM Research in 2019  | Gil BARZILAY
- 11.40-12.00 Hyperemesis gravidarum- Presentation of her study & others  | Sarah BUDD-BELL
- 12.00-12.20 Miracle of TCM - Treating gynecologic refractory diseases  | Yuning WU
- 12.20-12.40 Change the start of the day, change the day  | Naava CARMAN
WS (2.30 - 4.00 pm)

- Sourcing and implementing TCM research in your daily practice  | Gil BARZILAY
- Laser Babies: LLLT/ Photobiomodulation for severe infertility  | Lorne BROWN
- BBT at a glance  | Naava CARMAN

WS (4.30 - 6.00 pm)

- Review of the latest TCM research in fertility  | Gil BARZILAY
- Chinese herbal Medicine for male infertility (E)  | Simon BECKER
- Breech presentation  | Sarah BUDD-BELL

TAO 9/28/2019

Lectures (8.30 - 1.00 pm)

- 08.30-09.00 Acupuncture & the role of insulin resistance in PCOS  | Sandro GRACA
- 09.00-09.30 NADA and Battlefield-Acupuncture in daily praxis  | Gabriella HEGYI
- 09.30-10.00 YNSA Scalp acupuncture  | David BOMZON
- 10.00-10.30 TCM for male fertility issues  | Olivia KRAMMER-POJER

WS (2.30 - 4.00 pm)

- Yamamoto New Scalp Acupuncture (YNSA) in Rehabilitation (Part 1)  | David BOMZON
- My favorite acupuncture protocols for infertility (Part 1)  | Lorne BROWN
- Signs of fertility on the face (E)  | Marian NIelsen JOOS

WS (4.30 - 6.00 pm)

- Yamamoto New Scalp Acupuncture (YNSA) in Rehabilitation (Part 2)  | David BOMZON
- My favorite acupuncture protocols for infertility (Part 2)  | Lorne BROWN

Post Course 9/29/2019 8.00 am to 4.00 pm

DAVID BOMZON: Yamamoto New Scalp Acupuncture for Treating Neurological diseases and Chronic and Acute Pain (Course in englisch language only)

Program, Registration per Mail to office@ogka.at

Take advantage of this opportunity - unique in Austria - to experience TCM, feel the cozy atmosphere and the inspiring ambiance of our TAO Congress. Undergo further education in small groups, where you still have the opportunity to speak with the lecturer personally, meet colleagues and make friends for professional exchange or for a leisurely conversation, and last but not least enjoy our beautiful town Graz and its Surrounding (for example the Wine yards in Southern Styria).

Come to this special event and you will feel it - TAO: Traditional- Amicable - “Oesterreichisch”
Dr. Peter Aluani & Dr. Olivia Krammer-Pojer

ONLINEREGISTRATION: www.tcmkongress.at/en/Anmeldung
CONGRESSINFO: www.tcmkongress.at//en/Home